GOVERNMENT ARTS AND SCIENCE COLLEGE, KURUMBALUR, PERAMALUR

THE DEPARTMENT OF COMPUTER SCIENCE

ACTIVITIES REPORT- 2019-2020

(1) A One day seminar was organized by the Department and Mr. R. Shankar was the resource person from Wipro delivered a lecture on ‘Recent Trendz’ in IT, sep-2007

(2) A One day seminar was organized by the department and Mr. R. Bharathi Raja and Saravanan were the resource person from TaTa Consultancy services, Bangalore delivered a lecturer on “WEB TECHNOLOGIES” in 27th February 2010

(3) A One day Workshop was organized by the Department and Mr. S. Bharathi and S. Sakthi were the resource person from Access Point Technologies, Salem delivered a Lecture on ‘Feature of WEB’ in 16th March 2011

(4) Organized the industrial visit to TATA consultancy service at Bangalore

(5) The department of Computer Science has organised an State level technical Meet ”Viztak’13” on February 2013 nearly 500 participants from various colleges.
(6) The department of computer science has organized one day workshop about “Mobile Computing” sponsored from Tamil Nadu State Council at August 2015.

(7) Our department has organized the IOT –Association of Computer Science Function, special lecturer about ”IOT” on 06/03/2020 with Dr.M.LAlli Assistant Professor, Department of Computer Science, Bharathidasan University, Trichy